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Mike Keaveney is an artist and educator currently located in Philadelphia. Within his work he explores experimental photographic processes as well
as ideas of environmental destruction and development. He received a BFA from
Kutztown University and an MFA from the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill.
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Gabriel Bump grew up in South Shore, Chicago. He received
his MFA in fiction from the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. His fiction and
nonfiction have appeared in The New York Times, McSweeney’s, The Best American
Short Stories, and elsewhere. His debut novel, Everywhere You Don’t Belong, was
a New York Times Notable Book of 2020 and has won the Ernest J. Gaines Award
for Literary Excellence, the Great Lakes Colleges Association New Writers Award
for Fiction, the Heartland Booksellers Award for Fiction, and the Black Caucus
of the American Library Association’s First Novelist Award. Bump is an Assistant
Professor of Creative Writing at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

POETRY Emily Blair is a queer Appalachian writer and poet. Her
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Heavy Feather Review, Posit: A Journal of Literature and Art, Boshemia, and elsewhere, and her poetry chapbook, WE ARE BIRDS, was published in 2018.
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CYNTHIA LIU

YOUR NAME
You were made to be a quiet thing. Your mother gave you a
limp, lilting flower of a name in hopes that you would grow like a
groomed flower, small and pretty and obedient.
Your name is one that slips off the tongue, soft and demure,
in the way someone’s fingers might brush briefly over a flower’s slow,
powdery petals. When she still said your name, your mother said it like
it was honey. The syllables dripped off her tongue and sunk into the
carpet. When you heard your father say your name, stumbling and unwelcome, you thought it wasn’t such a pretty name after all. Thankfully,
it is also one of those names you forget. It is too kind on the tongue.
Your mother, making you inoffensive, made you unnoticeable instead.
But before you leave for the bus stop on Thursday morning,
your mother calls out to you. It’s not your name, of course, but for a
second you think it might be.
You look pretty, honey, she says, and her face makes room for
a smile.
For a moment you think you might tell her that that’s not your
name. The still letters of your name are pushed up against the inside of
your lips, waiting. But they don’t come out, even when you open your
mouth to let them, so you smile instead. You are supposed to.
It is pale and cold outside. The morning has barely parted, and
the moon, with her lovely name, dangles like a wet pearl in the dustblue sky. You listen to the ferns tell you their names as you walk, as you
always do. You wish you could tell them yours, if they would only ask.
You are used to waiting at the bus stop quietly, listening for the
bus that doesn’t always come. But this time there is a hunched man
sitting under the roof, wearing too-long sweatpants and a gray, scraggly
beard.
You smile at him politely as you sit down. You wonder what it
would be like to have thorns.
His mouth splits open a little to reveal scattered, lonesome
teeth. You’re pretty, he says, with a lurch of a smile.
You smile again, though you’re not sure if you’re supposed to.
He moves a little towards you, and you smell something sour
on his breath.
What’s your name? He says.
You know you probably shouldn’t tell strangers your name,
but you don’t think he would understand it anyways. You’re not sure
1
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you even remember it. You try to recall how your mother once said it.
The syllables line up on your tongue. At first it feels strange and clumsy in your mouth, but you try again, coaxing the petals open, and this
time it spills out, full and flowing, falling off your tongue into the soil.
The man gives you a weird look.
I heard you the first time, he says.
Sorry, you say, but secretly you are filled with a low, blooming
wonder at having heard your name again. You say it again, smoothly,
and you almost laugh. You don’t know why you have been waiting for
everyone to say it. It means something different in your mouth.
He is staring at you now.
What the fuck, he says.
You are supposed to apologize again, but you can’t stop tasting your name. You leap up. You move your feet across the damp grass
and then shiny black road, feeling and hearing your name reverberate
across the earth.
All the way home you are saying your name, first in low whispers, and then in bold, loud declarations. You are almost shouting. You
are open. You are a bloom burst into spring, veins bared to the world.
Your name is written over your arms. Your name is painted on the
road. Your name is stretched across the sky, and the moon is the dot in
your i.
Your mother does not ask you why you are home early. Your
mother does not ask you anything. You try to tell her your name,
which you have been practicing all the way home, but she does not
hear you. The syllables, if any, must have gotten caught in your throat.
But no matter. You know your name better than anyone else
now.
That night, you lie awake in the darkness. There is one pale
slot of light, slipping in your bedroom beneath the drawn shutters.
There is silence. And there is your voice, alone and whole, trembling
into the stillness.
You are trying to say your name.
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ALIN YOUN

LUNA
Cheonhyehyang oranges sound exactly the way they taste
The vowels sour, the consonants bittersweet
And Jeju was a vacation point,
a lick of land off the Korean coast I barely recalled from my
days of toothy grins and tight pigtails
You make my dreams crackle
not with the gold of fire and tiger stripes but its softer twin
of lilies and cotton and the moon
so big and full of light--here, where the city is of tall grass
and yu-chae flowers How do you
fall in love with a stranger?
Maybe I am a wave, I crack myself open over and over
against your basalt Maybe I am too
relentless and unforgiving, too hungry
But the tide can only blame the moon
What I mean to say is that
here with my Cheonhyehyangs and waves and moonlight-with the island, I find you.
Because maybe our souls were twins or sisters
or lovers
in some past life
And we haven’t found a way to untie that knotted red string
that hong-yeon, that hong-xian
Because we grow out of pigtails and toothy grins
but god, how I hope clumsiness is something we will never grow out of.
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i promise i won’t show anyone
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CHLOE JOSEPH
			

MY SISTER IN MOURNING
My sister rose early for the funeral
to thumb rosewater to the soft space
behind her ears, like oil into dough.
My sister rose at first light.
to twist back her own hair,
clumsily.
(I would have done this, if I had been there.)
My sister rose early
to pick the herb of the sun
and walk barefoot and white-robed
and practice looking mournful.
When women grieve they do so in a house of mirrors.
They watch the walls discreetly and hope to see a saint.
My sister rose early to make herself beautiful for the funeral.
She did not gnash her teeth or tear her clothes
or rip out her dark pretty hair
(I would have let her, but I was not there.)
My sister rose with the sun
to pinch color into her cheeks,
as not to upstage the dead.

5

LUKE COLLINS

BOY
right now i look more like a boy than i ever have.
my knuckles hold on to their calluses like i once did my mother’s arm.
my eyes, ringed in prussian blue, have a shape to them
that could only belong to me,
they hang and sag from my face like wilted breasts while
my body hovers over a toilet in an empty men’s room.
maybe i am a boy,
day-glo in hue,
with hips that aren’t soft
or curved
or
waiting.
at times, i feel i am something else entirely.
a bundle of chicken bones,
or sticks,
whose bark,
or skin
has been peeled back with the wind
and fashioned into a pyramid
to burn.
a faggot.
sometimes i see boys
with glitter on their eyes
and i want to hold them.
there were times where i
would make my face look
like my sister’s when no one was home,
put pink on my eyelids and twisted my hair into three knots,
wrapped them in bows and doused my lips
in something scarlet and saccharine.
the sound of the ice machine was enough
to make me creep back to my bedroom,
furnished with things only a boy could love,
6
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and rub my face into the carpet,
bring the fibers between my teeth
and rip them out,
keep my body down and crouched
until the feeling of feminine
wept away.
my father taught me how to fear men,
with a leather belt.
i am a man, so i fear myself.
but i’m also not,
though my hips do not curve,
and my shoulders are broader than i’d like,
and my hands look like his.
i am not.
i never use the urinals because
of that man at the rest stop in 2005,
or the one at school in 2007.
i hate that a bathroom stall feels like a closet,
a hidden place,
a place only to stare at myself
in the reflection of unflushed waste;
right now
i look more like a boy than i ever have,
though something is off.
my lips are cloaked in umber cloth
and my hair is the same color as the water.
i have eyes and i know that they’re mine,
but they’re the same shape as the hole
in the stall that says mouth here.
when i flush, my face goes away for a second
and i am something else entirely.
not a bundle of chicken bones,
or sticks,
or a sunken mass of skin,
not even a faggot.
i am a boy.
7
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monday
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LETICIA TUSET

RIGHTEOUS
Ray Jones thought he’d teach the boy to hunt. Ever since Child
Services dropped him off, the skinny kid was listless and mostly mute.
He figured he was just nervous, what with the new surroundings and
all. The Georgia forests could do that to a body. Forty miles west of the
Okefenokee Swamp, but his parcel of land was nearly just as wild and
untamed, but not as wet. The cicadas and frogs rang their music at all
hours of the day and well into the night. It sent a pulse through the
cyprus trees and red bays, vibrating, humming. Maybe the boy (a city
boy, no doubt, with a name like Carmichael) felt it at night, the pulse
of the earth. The hunter had felt it, too, when he first moved out here
with his wife, June, all those years ago.
“It is my intention to adopt you,” the hunter said. The boy just
blinked, slowly, like a bullfrog.
Adoption was his wife’s idea. They had tried for three years,
and when a child finally came, the infant was born sick. The doctors
called the pregnancy and labor “traumatic” – the stress of bringing life
slowly killing the both of them. The child died ten days after she was
born. They named her Bella. June passed shortly after. He buried both
of them on a plot of land not far from his home. A beautiful little meadow with a creek running on the east side. He liked that. Their souls
would face the sunrise.
By that point, their adoption papers had been in the system
for four years, but with his widower status and less than high school
education, no one was chomping at the bit to give their child over to
him. Ray didn’t blame them. So it didn’t surprise him that rather than
a newborn, he was getting an eleven year old boy whose parents had
suddenly died – no next of kin, he had been told.
The boy didn’t take to guns. Out in the blinds, he carried a
rifle like you might carry a sack of potatoes. Oddly and lopsided. Ray
thought it was a matter of acquaintance, so he explained to him in detail
the function of each part of his weapon: the magazine, chamber, safety,
scope, and of course, the trigger. As a youngin himself, this amazed
Ray. The gun was the perfect machine. But, even after his lesson, Carmichael just stared blankly. The hunter placed a gun in the boy’s hands,
handle first, and said, “Here. Hold it. Now explain back to me about
this rifle.”
“Isn’t it cowardly?” the boy said after a moment. “Killing something from so far away.”
9
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Before Ray could answer the boy continued. “It’s like how the Indians
thought the colonists were cowards for using guns to kill people. Instead of fighting hand to hand.” The boy made eye contact with Ray,
and said, “like men.”
A grin formed beneath the hunter’s beard, but it was so burly, a
stranger wouldn’t be able to notice. This was the best thing the boy had
said all week. “I ain’t plannin on getting into a fight with a stag. It’ll gut
you with its antlers.” He sat down on a stump and began chewing on a
ginger root he kept in his breast pocket. “Now explain to me about this
here rifle.”
Carmichael did enjoy knives, though. When Ray felled their
first kill together (really, all the boy did was watch, silent and listening,
so still he forgot the child was there – perhaps he’d make a good stalker
one day), a doe that had strayed too far from the herd, the boy asked,
“What do we do now?”
“Clean it.”
“We didn’t bring any soap.”
Ray unsheathed his knife and bent down over the doe’s tail,
“Not that kind of cleaning.”
Before beginning, the hunter had a rare moment of genteelity.
He set the knife on his knee and explained to Carmichael, quite patiently, what he was about to see – the entrails and the blood – and smell –
the feces and the death. “Anybody can sit behind a log and wiggle their
pointer finger. This part is the real skill. Now watch what I do.” And he
set about separating the fur from the flesh, the flesh from the guts, and
carving choice pieces of venison. The boy watched in amazement and
anticipation.
“Will you teach me that?”
“I am teachin you.”
“But I want to try.”
“You’ll have your chance on something smaller. Like rabbit or
squirrel. Just watch for now.”
They carried the kill back to the house, placing most of the
meat in a large freezer, while leaving a few out on the kitchen counter
for cooking. The boy helped him, staring at the cuts of meat with fascination. When Ray showed him how to slice the flesh into neat, bitesized pieces, Carmichael proved to be a quick study. This put the hunter
in a good mood, and he decided to make venison stew.
But he was deeply worried when he caught Carmichael in their
back shed, a few days later, skinning a chipmunk alive.
10
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“Good Lord!” he cried. “Kill it first!” But the young boy just
looked up at him quizzically and said, “Then I can’t play with it.” The
hunter snatched the knife and chipmunk from the boy’s hands and
quickly stabbed the animal in the heart. He dropped his chin, closed
his eyes and said a prayer. His fists were on the table. One gripping the
knife handle and the other holding the warm, bloody rodent. He was
still for a moment and then said, “Hunting is life and death. It’s eatin or
not eatin.” He looked at the boy. “I don’t skin deer to play.”
That word “play” stirred something in the hunter’s heart. A
deep righteous indignation. In his view, God’s green earth was covered with animals and plants for mankind to use fruitfully and wisely
not waste or mistreat. He thought the boy knew that from the way he
prayed after each kill, or from his first lessons on how to take aim and if
you can’t kill it quickly, then don’t kill it at all. To him, this was the right
way. The only way. It’s why he didn’t buy meat from grocery stores, and
why he was asking his neighbor, Jola, to show him how to plant a garden so he could grow his own herbs and spices and vegetables and not
have to buy those from the Walmart 15 miles away.
He thought it was clear on the boy’s first night when he asked
if the meat in front of him was beef, and the hunter had replied, “Beef
is for city people.”
“What kind of people are we?”
The hunter thought for a moment, looking at the row of
mounted antlers on his kitchen wall and said, “Woodspeople.”
But in that shed, Carmichael had flown in the face of something precious and sacred. Ray eft with the knife and fed the chipmunk
to his dog Bo.
That night, he dreamt of his wife. She was in a blue sundress
and muddy work boots, the same outfit she wore when he proposed.
Her hands tickled his beard and she whispered, “I hope it’s a boy.” Then
he woke up to a searing pain in his upper thigh. The pain sliced through
him in a way that burned behind his eyes and made his toes go rigid.
His eyes opened in the half-sleep, swimming dark of his room and the
pain was still there, insanely hot and open and wet. There was a knife
lodged in his leg and a vague shape stood above him. He must’ve yelled.
He had to. But the pulsing night went silent as he instinctively grabbed
the pistol he kept hidden behind his nightstand. Silent as he shot his
assailant twice. Silent until the cicadas and the frogs and the heartbeat
of wilderness flooded his eardrums.
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Silent until he turned on the light and saw Carmichael, dead, a bullet
hole between his eyes.
The night choked on Ray’s screams.
Two days later, he stood in the meadow, facing east. It was
midmorning, and he wanted to get this over with. He had dressed the
wound as best he could and now walked with the aid of a sturdy tree
branch he used as a cane. The social workers would be there soon. He
was sure of it, since he was the one who had called them. He owned
one suit, which he donned at funerals and weddings, including his
own, and he wore it there, except the tie. The strain of pushing his legs
through the slacks and then walking with the pressure of the button
so close to his wound made him black out in his hallway as he left the
house that morning. The tie could wait.  He breathed the forest air, ripe
with pine. He heard the creek running over smooth stones and twigs
cracking in the brush beyond him. Even nestled against his temple,
the gun felt right in his hands, and he said a prayer before pulling the
trigger.
When the social workers got to the house, they found a note on
the porch, anchored by a rock.

You’ll find Carmichael in my room, covered with a sheet. I
should’ve given him a proper burial, but I’m in no condition to dig a
grave. I wanted to be a father to him. I tried, but something wasn’t right
in him, and now something’s not right in me.
You’ll find me in the meadow about 100 yards east of the house.
I’d like to be buried here, next to June. I leave all my possessions and
property to Jola Davis, my neighbor, and if she doesn’t want the place,
then tear down the house and the shed, sell my things, and let it all go
wild.
I killed a boy, and that’s something I can’t settle with. No judge
or jury can settle it either. I’m going to see my wife and daughter now,
if the Good Lord can forgive me.
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what remains
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SARAH MARTIN

SEVENTEEN-YEAR CICADAS
The last time the seventeen-year cicadas rose—
Singing their triumphant melody
Fucking and screaming and dying
Getting crushed post-mortem by a man’s feet on his way to work
As he scoffs at the number of carcasses that have nothing to do with him
on the floor—
You had been clean.
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the cage i call home
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CRYSTAL SILVA

PRIMAS
we bump over basement tile, toes stubbing
over grout grooves. sock-skating
while our tios pinball pool cues upstairs.
lips covered in egg-sweet crumbs gush
of some-days and one-days, when we’re big.
crouched behind green leather couches,
we hide from the night’s crawl, the looming
call to leave. two kisses times fourteen cheeks
goodbye. slump into the backseat. fall asleep
by the third pothole, all warmed through.
temples ricochet against the window slope.
the moon follows me home.
the moon follows you home,
looming.
cradled onto a shoulder, eyes squeezed
too-shut and tucked into bed.
it is now some day
and also one day.
you are under a different moon and
I am in the front seat, big.
I tuck myself into bed.
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HOW TO BE A COLLEGE GIRL
Say yes to everything. You’ll never be exciting or interesting to
boys if you keep standing your ground with a polite but firm no, thank
you. Say yes when your roommate begs you to go to a party at Sig Nu,
even though you’ve never been to a frat before and your hands shake
just thinking about it. Get dressed in ripped jeans and a skintight crop
top that your mother would immediately veto because you look like a
slut. Your stomach is out. It’s flat, but not toned or sculpted and a bit
paler than the rest of your body. You nicked your right ankle shaving
earlier and now you have a scab above your sock line. This is unacceptable. Your whole body is trembling, and your roommate makes you
down an airplane miniature of Jack Daniels that she stole from her parents’ liquor cabinet.
Walk across campus in your beat-up Converse, arriving at exactly 11:30 pm. You never want to be the first person at a party. Waiting to get in the door makes your armpits damp with cold sweat. Don’t
worry, your roommate assures you. You’re on the list. She matched
with Cooper on Tinder this morning and he promised to get you both
bands. Your roommate does the flirting and the pledge at the door
waves you through, checking off your names. There’s a crowd waiting
to get drinks and the Sig Nu boys are shoving red solo cups at girls
dressed in ripped jeans and skintight crop tops. Your roommate pushes
her way to the front. Two cups, gesturing at you standing slightly behind, your body curved towards her. The boy nods and winks at you.
He has green eyes. It occurs to you that your favorite color might be
green. He says we’re all out of lemonade, so we only have Capri Sun
to mix with the vodka. $6 Aristocrat and Capri Sun: a fusion of your
childhood and your life now. Instead of stabbing a yellow pointed straw
into a juice pouch while running around the playground, you watch
the boy behind the table carefully, eyeing the bottles in his hands and
wondering if you can catch him in an attempt to drop a roofie so you
have an excuse to go home. You’re deluding yourself in thinking you’re
sober enough to catch him.
The night is fun, in the way parties with a hundred drunk
strangers dancing and grinding on each other in a frat basement with
no air conditioning is fun. The house is bulging with people. The walls
are sweating. You can feel the music pounding its way into your skull.
The alcohol has kicked in. You no longer want to leave. Your roommate
is dancing with Cooper, who is less attractive in person and sucking at
17
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her neck like someone from the vampire romances you read in middle
school. You want to yank her back to you, away from him, so you can
continue screaming along to the music and not feel so alone in a room
packed with people.
As if you conjured him out of thin air, the boy with the green
eyes appears. He yells to be heard, but you manage to understand that
his name is Jacob and he wants you to come upstairs with him. You
look at your roommate, who is nodding frantically and screams in your
ear maybe you’ll finally get some because yes, you’re 18 and still a virgin. She lost it to her high school boyfriend junior year, but the idea of
sex still makes your stomach twist. Thinking about sex with Jacob is
ridiculous because you don’t know him at all, but he didn’t roofie you,
at least not to your knowledge, so he’s probably a good guy. Yes, you say,
yes.
He takes your hand and you weave through the gyrating crowd
and up a flight of stairs littered with empty Busch Light cans. Jacob
closes the door to his room. Your hands are clammy. He guides you to
sit next to him on the bed. His face is blurry, like when you try to read
without your contacts. He calls you by the wrong name and you don’t
correct him. You talk for a bit, about nothing and then he asks, can I
kiss you? Nobody has ever asked to kiss you before. Jacob’s hand creeps
up your thigh. Yes, you say, but already you’ve forgotten what the question really was.
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FE-NET-IKS
My last name sounds like
Aghedo
(like ah-geh-doe)
it sounds like my dad’s
accent
it sounds black
just like the black
most of my ancestors were
before they got taken
from my dad’s homeland
and branded last names like
my mama’s.
My mama’s last name is Gibson
(sounds like
it’s
spelled)
my mama told me don’t
say your last name like
that, don’t say it so black
that’s ghetto, that’s the butt of the joke
it’s so black, lord jesus you’re so black
make yourself more dignified
say your last name like I say mine
say Aghedo
(like a-gee-doe)
like you’re already so black, you need to
get farther than I did
you need to sound like them
you need to
repeat after me
you need to-
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I try to use
phonetics but
I still can’t seem to speak it
and I still don’t
say my last name right
and they all know,
my dad knows, and
everyone knows
I do not sound it out
in public, I only
say it right when
I’m alone
and it’s too late now and it’s
too late for me because
they know they know they know
and everyone knows and
I know too and I

20
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boundless
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ELLIOT CAREY

A YEAR AND A HALF ALONE ON
THE PINE TREE FARM
days of nothing
tonight: fireflies
tomorrow: the evening sun will pull itself from the treetops,
light stabbed over huddled pines.
Every night the moon cuts from itself.
Cicadas hum in revelry,
frogs drown themselves in the pool ceremony.
The next morning I come to fish them out with a net, later:
a black well where the moon sleeps,
tomorrow: a fingernail clipping names itself the moon.
Every passing night the fingernail grows fatter,
the birds that visit each other say the moon loves the sun
and from a whippoorwill hearsay is that’s where it goes, but
birds, like cicadas, will say anything because they like to be heard.
Old trees know the moon is a lonely creature,
why else would it stand up higher than them?
The moon has a fat belly now,
an old flat turtle digging a nest
said the moon will soon lay an egg, another star,
still, the moon becomes whole and then leaves.
The moon is on a journey and it cannot decide
if it is better to travel or arrive.
Every night it gains a bit of itself back until it realizes what is lost,
then returns little by little to the company it forgot.
The moths are knocking at the window
desperate to say something,
but I cannot be pulled from this thought:
is the moon happy?
Lying down on the futon, looking at the bed
cold white sheets are empty.
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ORIGAMI
The boy is obsessed with origami, his mother tells her friends.
He sits at the kitchen table for hours at a time, folding and pressing and
creasing and fitting. Microscopic tucks and pleats – tiny paper cranes
and unfolding fireworks and collapsible stars and stiff miniature bunnies and boxy turtles with red paper shells. Hundreds of folds and filmy
squares of paper moving into new shapes and ways of being. He sits
stiff like he is made of squares of paper himself, chewing on his bottom
lip and whispering to his long, slender fingers as they dance and leap
and persuade the paper to become things it never thought it could be.
What’s worse, the boy’s mother says, is that he keeps everything he makes. At first, he stacked his creations on his desk, until the
piles grew so big that they toppled over. So he started to fill the white
carpeted floor of his bedroom. He heaped them by his bed and his
bookshelf, in color coordinated piles of blue origami roses that could
be coaxed into smooth boxes, or unfolding yellow fireworks that, when
turned inside out, exploded into purple pansies. His piles are well-organized and stacked with precision – he is a very neat child, after all
– but his room is only so big. Eventually, the piles of cranes and squares
and ninja stars will envelop the boy like a tsunami wave. The ones on
the bottom will be crumpled from the weight of the ones on top and
become yellowed with age. The cream colored cranes will mix with the
magenta exploding fireworks, crushing the delicate collapsing tulips.
And the boy will be trapped inside the tornado of the colors and shapes
he has tamed until they no longer listen to his nimble fingers and crush
him instead. And the transparent sheets of paper will become as heavy
as boulders, and they will begin to suffocate him, first his skinny feet,
then his knobbly knees, then his lips with the delicious indention in the
middle, and soon all of him will disappear, until only his saucer eyes
with the curtain of eyelashes that hang low as he works are left. And
what will she do then, the mother thinks to herself after her friends
leave. How will she save him then?
She supposes that she will do what she has to do. She will claw
through the sea of paper cuts and crevices and colors, shouting and
stomping on red dragons with tiny folds in the tails and collapsible
houses with brown paper roofs. And then she will find him, her tiny,
shy, beautiful boy, crumpled like his sheets of paper in the corner of
the room by his desk, gasping for breath. She will scoop him up in
her arms, feeling his fragile ribs moving up and down underneath her
strong fingers. And as she carries him out, she will whisper “I’m here,
I’m here, I’m here” like a battle cry.
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arachne
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LINES IN THE DUST
I swipe my finger across the desk,
stillness in its wake,
destroy landscape like an asteroid
skidding to a burning halt.
I wonder how many dinosaurs
my boredom kills...
Fortunate, though, how many I save
neglecting the windowsills.
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IN REINCARNATION
i woke up this morning as a pillar of salt, all biting edges and open
wounds. the bedsheet peels like ribbon beneath my limbs as i get up,
the soft patter of translucent voxels trailing my descent. i let myself soften under the shower water into a resemblance of flesh, smooth and
unquestioning. i check in the mirror to see if my tongue wags loose
enough for laughing.
it doesn’t, so i seal it shut with a closed-lipped smile. the difference
is negligible so long as i am able to fill my allotted space. i am not the
prophet here.
i do not remember turning back to face to the city, only the sky above
it, the sky which was alight with crackling fiery tongues that sliced
through the blackened night like ruptured veins through skin. by then,
i had already sown myself into the thickening earth, hands raised in
memory of an old covenant that i wouldn’t fall to ash so long as my gaze
didn’t drift from the sun. i’d forgotten He never said i wouldn’t burn.
no matter. i can only keep so much of a promise before it breaks me.
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BODIES OF WATER
In an ideal world he might have drowned.
When he was six, his mother took him to the ocean for the first
time. His mother grew up in a small village in Yunnan and had never
been to the beach, much less an American beach. Even now, An-hai
remembers the first, suffocating feeling of the cold water pressed all
around him, like a black box to which his limbs were taped down. He
remembers saltwater crawling up his nose, his eyes, his mouth, violating every soft open space of his body. He remembers waves like fists
and dark rain like bullets shooting through the water, some storm they
had not expected.
Unfortunately, An-hai did not drown. His mother, however,
did.
The lifeguards, terrified college students scrambling to evacuate everyone, could not understand him. He remembers this. His
mother couldn’t afford to send him to preschool, not yet, and the only
tongue he knew to speak was a wild, foreign one that had no place in
America.
“I don’t understand, buddy,” said the nice American lifeguards,
hugging him as he cried, jiu ming, jiu ming, bie zou, ma ma. He doesn’t
remember the after part, or when he had started drowning again. Still,
he drowns a little bit, here and there, all of the time.
When they finally have the official funeral, 8 years later, An-hai
feels as though someone is holding his head in a toilet bowl again. In
grade school when it started he never opened his eyes, not even to fight
or scream, lest the toilet water took advantage and climbed into his
eyes. The space behind his eyelids was safe and pitch black. Long John,
who at 4’5 was by far the tallest boy in the grade, had freaked out when
An-hai stopped struggling.
“Dude, you killed him!”
“I didn’t do it! You did!”
“You killed him, Dan-man! You killed him!”
When they released him, his head bobbed towards the surface
in slow motion, like a dead body resurfacing.
Even now, he doesn’t open his eyes. There’s so much shit
around him he doesn’t want to see. At the funeral, when everyone is
still crying their wide-open eyes out, he pinches the skin in between his
thumb and pointer finger, hard, and counts the number of red and blue
dots behind his eyelids. One. Two. One hundred and forty-two. This is
how he breathes.
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One. Two. Three, four, five—
“An-hai.”
It’s his aunt. Her eyes are so wide he can see straight through to
her heart.
“Yes, xiaoyi?”
“Go on, An-hai. It’s your turn.”
So grown up, murmur the aunts and uncles and second cousins twice removed. All teary-eyed and dressed in white, as per Chinese
tradition, as though a miserable American wedding.
Halfway to the stage An-hai finds that all his limbs are wet,
pinned and logged with water, but his still clothes look dry, which is a
difficult situation to communicate to other people. He uses his arms to
push himself up to the stage and tries to conjure memories of his mother, like everyone else had.
His memories of her are all pale and dappled at the edges, mottled by the inconsistent memory of a child and the murky years that
followed. Sometimes he feels her cool hands as she cut his hair in the
bathroom, her crouching on the ground so that he can sit. When the
cold kitchen scissors kiss the nape of his neck, he doesn’t remember the
pain, only the warm washcloth she presses to the scratch as she soothes
him.
Shhh, An-hai, fang song. Hu xi. Relax. Breathe.
Whenever he tries to look in the mirror, he can never put together her face.
Later that year, a college student with a silky name like Scarlett
or Emma sends an e-mail to An-hai’s aunt, titled Media Request — AnMei Lin. Auntie Lin had stayed in America to honor her sister, but she
draws the line at operating an AOL account. When An-hai opens the
e-mail, the first lines read:
Hi Ms. Lin,
I hope this e-mail finds you well! :)
It did not. However, two weeks later, the college reporter is
wandering around their living room, taking flip-phone photos of the
red paper cuttings, the photo albums, the child’s drawings of the sea,
the rice cooker from Walmart. She had heard of their most poignant
and heartbreaking story from her pastor, of a young child orphaned,
the funeral for his own mother postponed for years due to financial and
logistical setbacks. She, Emma-Scarlett, is a firm believer that everyone
should have a right to be honored, no matter who or where they came
from.
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She interviews An-hai, nodding so empathetically at some
points it looks as though her neck is loosening. “And how did that make
you feel?” she would say, furrowing her plucked eyebrows, and “Yes, I
totally get that. 100%.”
Because An-hai is 14, he knows that questions are often disguises for things people already think they know, and it’s easier to put
on a fake mustache and play along. For example, when his teachers at
school asked him how to pronounce his name, they weren’t asking how
his name was meant to be said or how his mother taught him each of
the intonations and the meanings and the order of each stroke in each
character. How each of his brothers and sisters, when they came, would
share the character An.
They wanted something more palatable, for the name to succumb to the weight of its American expectations. Anne-hi. Ond-hee.
Andy. Annie.
“Why do you have a girl name?”
“That’s not how my neighbor says it. She’s Asian.”
“Can I just call you Andy?”
At the end of the interview, the college reporter set down her
notepad and leaned forward. Her tape recorder kept running and running.
“Is there anything I haven’t asked that you want me to know,
On-hye?”
He thought about this question and wondered what was buried beneath it.
I’m angry, he imagined saying.
Why are you angry, An-eye?
I’m angry because I couldn’t help you. I’m angry that I was
supposed to. And I’m angry, Mama, because you left me.
He feels the water coming in around him, weaving into his
skin. He sees all of the furniture in the room, the little, shabby furniture
that Emma-Scarlett took a billion photos of on her pink flip phone,
start to float up towards the ceiling as though suspended in water. Emma-Scarlett is trying to talk to him, to ask him one last question before
she spins upside down, but water is filling his ears like blood.
But how did that make you feel, Annie?
Emma-Scarlett sends them a copy when the story is published,
front page of the student newspaper. The headline reads: 8 years later,
1 left behind. Chinese orphan grieves loss of mother. The story wins
collegiate awards. Everyone, no matter how coldhearted, feels for the
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little Chinese orphan, who can’t speak English or swim. Both
causes of drowning.
Four years later, in 2001, the piece is also published in the New
Yorker, in the opinion section. What’s the opinion, An-hai wondered,
that Asian people merit something?
An-hai has started going by Andy in college, not because he’s
ashamed, just because it’s easier this way. He is a little ashamed of going
to art school, after everything his mother and aunt did for him. The
irony of coming all the way to lush new America just to paint pictures
of water, crossing oceans with a brushstroke instead of years of blood
and tears, is not lost on him.
His mother painted, too, though never well. Her drawings are
still tacked up around their old flat: flowers, mountains, watercolored
memories of her youth. He doesn’t know if it was her dream, too; he
never got to ask.
It’s the only time he can open his eyes under water. When the
water is in his hands, cornflower, aquamarine, wild blue yonder.
“My parents are also going to be at the fundraiser,” says Kat, the
new girlfriend. They met at art school. Kat is brave and modern to date
someone like An-hai, who is the type of starving artist who is really just
poor, not mysterious, and also barely two inches taller than her. Kat is
American with a sharp, strong nose and shaggy brown hair. She insists
on calling him by his Chinese name, because she wants to honor his
culture. “You sure you still want to come?”
“Of course, Katey. Why wouldn’t I want to? We’ve been dating
for almost a year.”
“I know, An.” She sits down next to him on the couch.
“What is it?”
“Well, my parents are just a little... you know, very old-fashioned like that.”
“Is it because I’m not white?”
She shakes her head. “No! I mean — well, sometimes with
things like this you can seem a little bit spacey. It’s not your fault.” She’s
talking fast. “You really don’t have to come. It’s not a big deal.”
“What do you mean? Spacey?”
“Like sometimes, An, it’s like you just go somewhere else and I
don’t know how to get you back.”
He can sense his feet starting to drift off the ground, but he
forces them to stay anchored.
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“I’m here with you, Kat. I’m gonna stay here. Promise.”
He means it. He loves Kat. Sometimes when he’s with her it
feels like his head is above water, like she’s the sun, and her light is all
over his skin.
She smiles. She loves him. But sometimes she feels like she’s
propping him up, keeping his head above water, and her arms are getting tired.
“An,” says Kat at the show, “is a wonderful artist.”
“Artist?” says Judy, taking in his hair, his wide nose, the ethnic
style of his eyes. They are standing in front of a giant, almost floorto-ceiling painting of a large pink blob. There are smaller paintings of
more tasteful blobs, one of which Judy puts down $7,500 for. Judy is an
interior-design-magazine style of mother, wearing crimped gold earrings and pretty, mean eyes. Her blond hair stops abruptly in a neat row
above her shoulder blades. “What type of ‘art’ do you do, dear? I know
your culture has lovely inky brush, that the, uh, people use to write the,
what is it called—?”
“I do oil painting, mostly.” He fidgets with his tie, which Kat
had tried reknotting three times without success. “I like painting nature and water, like oceans, pools, um, lakes...” He makes a joke about
drowning and everyone laughs politely, nervously. An-hai sees water
pooling on the floor by his feet, but he forces himself to look up and
smile at Kat, who is watching him with anxious eyes.
“Speaking of,” says Judy, impatient to hear her own voice again.
“I read this fascinating little piece in the New Yorker this morning.
About an ethnic woman who drowned in the 80s saving her son and
they just now had the funeral! Can you imagine?”
“Oh, yes,” adds Kat’s father. “I do remember you telling me
about that one. The—”
“Apparently,” interrupts Judy, “It’s all because they didn’t have
the money to fly everyone out, and it was too late to go back, since the
woman’s Oriental and the only one across the sea.”
”I believe that’s an offensive term, Judy.” His eyes dart involuntarily to An-hai.
“Well, they used it in the article.”
“Well, I just—”
“I’m quite positive, honey.”
Kat is white and red at the same time, and she glows through
the water. “Mom,” she hisses, her eyes daggers, but cautious ones.
“What, Kitty?”
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“Stop.”
Judy looks pleasantly puzzled for a moment, as though she’d
come across a thought provoking think piece about Tuscan-style kitchens. Suddenly, she frowns, and a glimmer of recognition passes over
her face. “What did you say your name was again, dear? And-i?”
“An-hai,” he says slowly, as though from far away. “An-hai Lin.”
“Oh,” she says, genuinely embarrassed. “I’m sorry, dear, I didn’t
realize you knew them. I always get your people’s names mixed up.”
“Mom!”
“What, honey? I’m sorry! They all sound like—”
The car door slams, and Kat leaps in, her eyes wild and red
rimmed. “Are you okay?”
She starts the engine and speeds out of the parking lot, tires
screeching.
“Kat, what happened? It’s fine, seriously, whatever—”
“It’s fine,” she says, blowing past a red light.
“Kat?”
“Let’s not talk about it now, okay? I’m sorry. I’m so sorry.”
He leans back against the seat and puts his head underwater.
“Okay.”
She really is sorry. She tells him many, many times.
I’m sorry about my mom. She’s just—sometimes she can be
so—I just—!
Sorry, An, I’m sure it’s so much harder for you. No, seriously, I
mean it. I mean, I’ll never understand it. I want to, but you know what
I mean.
I’m sorry, you shouldn’t have to deal with this crap. You deserve better.
Sometimes An-hai feels a little boy in his chest, and he’s crying
in some foreign language. Bie zou, bie zou. Don’t leave me, don’t leave
me.
I’m really sorry. I know this sounds like a shitty excuse, but
you deserve better. I can’t be what you need right now, and I’m sorry. I
really am. You deserve something better. No, don’t say that, I mean it.
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I’m sorry.
I love you.
Hey, sorry, is my hairdryer still at your place by chance?
An-hai still tries to speak in class, but it’s hard because it’s underwater. When his American Art professor asks what he thinks of Edward Hopper’s Automat, he tries to say that she’s not in an automat at
all, but trapped under the sea, lit by the bumpy bellies of angler fish
just waiting to pounce on her. And what is she still waiting for, anyway?
When does she get to leave?
He tries to say this, but all that comes out are bubbles.
Glub glub glub, he says, embarrassed.
All around the room, staring at him, are pale-skinned, blueeyed lampreys, swiveling open and closed their thousand-teethed
mouths. He looks down at his hands and sees that they’re wrinkled
now, as though he’s spent 20 years underwater. He has to get out.
He leaps up and swims out the lecture hall, feet and fingers
moving in a way he had never learned. Doors and walls part like seaweed, all temporary, moldable stuff. He claws through the water until
he’s far away from school, from everyone, until he finds himself at the
river that runs 2 miles south of campus.
The river, at least, is real. He went here once, with Kat, on their
3rd or 4th date, had breathed the air along the bank, felt the splashes of sun slipping through the tree canopy. He’s not sure why his feet
took him here, or how, but he hears her voice coming from somewhere.
Hears them both.
I’m worried about you, An. Call me back?
The river is deep and swirling, but not quite deep enough to
drown in.
An-hai, hui lai! You’re too far. Come back.
He takes off his shoes. His mother is underwater, in the river.
An-hai, hui lai, hui lai. Come back.
He jumps.
Before it was everywhere, the water laps at his toes like a new
puppy. The sky is sugar blue and everything is for the first time. Anmei, too, runs down the shore like a child, arms out wide, and An-hai
circles her, two birds in the air, flying, flying.

What’s for lunch, mama?
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An-mei ties up her wet hair and reaches into the sky, pulling
out fluffy steamed buns shaped like clouds, gathering sparkling golden
cherries, golden cantaloupe, golden fish.
Everything, An-hai, everything.
Far above, a fisherman squints down into the water, his rod
abandoned downstream.
“Good God!” he cries. “Someone’s fallen in there.” He looks
wildly around him, but the riverbanks are empty. A bullfrog perched
on a branch honks at him, as if to say, well, get on with it!
“Goddammit,” mutters the man as he strips, “the one day I go
out fishing!” He removes his wedding ring and cannonballs into the
water. It takes him a while to drag the boy to shore, but he’s still got it.
He shakes the boy by the shoulders like a bag of loose change.
“Jesus fucking Christ. Fuck.” He starts pumping the boy’s chest
aggressively. Stayin’ alive, stayin’ alive. “C’mon, boy! Why in the hell
would you do that?”
An-hai gasps suddenly for air, tasting salt and water clogged in
his throat. A silvery minnow catapults out of his mouth. Above him, the
man glints in the sunlight, majestic and flabby like a goldfish.
The goldfish lets out a tremendous sigh of relief. Thank God.
No mouth-to-mouth. “You’re okay, boy, come on. What’s your name?”
An-hai tries to speak and water bubbles out, as usual. But real
water, this time, and the words are still left when the water drains.
“An-hai,” he says to the giant goldfish, who has big, beautiful
blue eyes. Eyes like the sea. He’s surprised to hear his unused tongue
still carries all the right intonations, that it hadn’t forgotten its place
and reason.
An, meaning safety, hai, meaning sea.
He hears his mother’s lilting voice in the breeze.
You are safe, Lin An-hai. You are the sea.
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way too dressy for a saturday morning
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SMALL THINGS
there are times where i feel like a mother in this body;
my belly kicks out from my waistband and
my eyes ache and drip like pressed oranges.
the ache is something like a yearning,
and i submit to it when i press my palm to my cheek.
i cradle myself like the newborn i’ll never have
and look through my reflection in the kitchen window,
waiting until the light rises behind the houses on rosemary.
my fingernails taste dull like flavedo and the quick is raw and ripe.
i feed myself with a child’s spoon
and admire the way it forms to my tongue.
i love small things;
i am a small thing.
i do not live in this house alone, though the others are not mine.
i had one once, he was a boy. a boy i kissed and loved
and rocked to sleep just for him to hide and keep,
to harbor my love and give none to me, but
i guess that’s what it’s like to be a mother.
to create small things;
to be made a small thing.
someday my mother will die and i will plant baby’s breath
in the curve she left in the earth. it will look like a wound
until it doesn’t.
it will sprout and sing like a car radio,
and the petals from the tiny flowers will take my tiny hands
and dance the way we used to,
though not really.
i will pick them and hold each one to my cheek,
then cradle them all in my arms;
i will give them as good a home as i can.
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when they wilt, i will wait in my place
by the window, for another season,
a little birth over the houses on rosemary
that’ll feel more like a death.
and in the wedge of light that pokes out from across the street,
there will be a sliced orange left out on the countertop,
a small spoon in the sink,
and me on my knees.
i am a sensitive child,
a small child, waiting.
i am a mother with hands
left open,
ones that give,
ones that gave.
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HART ISLAND
oh, there was a man there too,
a dead one,
curled up as if still in utero,
swaddled in the lining of his mother’s stomach,
or perhaps his eyelids were just dusted in the same color as hers.
he was infantile, immobile,
laid out on the edge of the pier,
ears pierced and cauliflowered.
i touched his scalp once before he died
and knew in my fingers it would come soon.
he liked to call the lesions his freckles,
though they weren’t the ones he always wanted,
the ones he drew on in the bathroom on 37th.
we found each other in the park a few summers before,
sweat-logged and beaten, the fresh contusion
of a father’s hand still warm under one of his eyes,
i think it was his right.
i was his immediately and i liked it that way.
at the beginning, we’d laugh and dance,
cry ‘til we were drunk and fuck
to cheap vinyls we’d stolen
from the academy on 12th.
everyone was dying then,
but we thought we were immune to everything
‘til we weren’t.
someone at ty’s gave it to him,
though we promised we’d never go there again,
and he knew he had it immediately.
they called it a death sentence then,
but i didn’t agree; i still don’t.
he was too young for death,
his limbs too lanky to end
in something so final.
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i never got it,
though i wish i had,
and he didn’t want to go.
i assured him he wouldn’t,
but he did.
quite often, i still peer into the mirror
laura gave to us before she moved to albany.
i stare at my lips and watch them turn blue.
i’m alone, but there is a man there too,
a dead one.
i don’t remember exactly where i last saw him,
but i like to imagine him bundled up on the pier,
asleep and fetal.
what i do know is that they threw him
into the trench of other bodies,
a mass grave that might as well have been a landfill.
he’s here now, however,
and he smiles like he always does,
shows me the scars on his back.
he talks like his brain was never eaten away,
slowly, then all at once by the pain,
the drugs,
the waning urge to touch.
if my heart were an island,
i could’ve housed him inside.
built a grave just for him,
but it’s not, it never was,
and he’s gone
and his body was torn from me
that summer on hart island.
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dreamland
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